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Welcome to the BSO Midweeks!
On behalf of the Associate Conductor for Education, Nicholas Hersh, the members of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and the BSO Education Department, we are delighted to
welcome you to our 2018-2019 Midweek Concert Series. With the BSO’s Midweek Concert series
as the longest running education initiative at the BSO (running since February 16, 1924), and the
first regular educational concert series of any orchestra in the country, we are thrilled to have you
join us here at the Joseph Meyerhoff Symphony Hall.
This Midweek Concert Season, we present four concerts Symphony Space-tacular: Star Wars and
Beyond!, A Swingin’ Nutcracker, Peter and the Wolf, and Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra.
Each concert incorporates an Arts-Integrated, STEAM-Activated approach to create a relevant,
interactive, and interdisciplinary experience.

About This Guide
On the next pages you will find the Teachers’ Guide for Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra,
written by a highly skilled group of Maryland educators with specialism in Music, Drama, Science,
English/Language Arts, and Visual Arts, led by award-winning curriculum writer and editor, Richard
McCready.
At the start of the guide is a “Snapshot” of your concert experience. This will give you a sense of
what to expect in the concert, along with some thoughts about the various curricular connections,
and music we suggest you listen to in the classroom before the performance.
Beyond the Snapshot pages you will find a variety of activities, called “Section,” to signify the
various directions that you can explore in order to prepare for this concert. Each Section may be
used in any order you wish. We have also highlighted the various cross-curricular links that align
with each Section so that you may jump to areas that are of particular interest to you and your
students. We hope that your students try at least one activity prior to coming to the concert so they
can make the most of their live experience at the Meyerhoff.
Each activity is written to encourage students’ natural sense of creativity and exploration. They will
be able to read the activity pages or you can read the activities with them. Some of the activities are
scientific, some are movement games, some employ and encourage art skills, and some involve
storytelling and role-play. You best know your students, their capabilities, and their interests. You
should encourage students to try the activities that you feel most appropriate for them and for your
classroom. Encourage other teachers in your building to try some of the activities as well.
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These guides are designed and intended as a mere starting point for exploration, with the essential
piece being the work that is created by the student, for the student. Our ultimate goal is to facilitate
a strong connection between the music performed by the BSO and the everyday lives of your
students, so that they may continue to take music with them wherever they go.
Please feel free to share your students’ work with us at the BSO—we love to see where the ideas
from these activities might take your students and all the inspired, arts-integrated work they will
produce in the classroom. If you wish to share any materials with us at the BSO, please send them
to education@bsomusic.org.
We hope you enjoy this guide, your explorations that are yet to come, the concert experience, and
sharing your creative work with us.
Warmly,

Carole Wysocki
Director of Education & Community Engagement
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Julia Perry
Education Programs Coordinator
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Morgan Daly
Education Assistant
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
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Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra
with Joseph Wos, illustrator and Becky Mossing, narrator
Concert Program
Below is the list of pieces that will be performed on the Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra
Midweek Concerts. Please take a moment to listen to these pieces in advance of the concert on
YouTube, Spotify, or iTunes.

❖ ROSSINI: Finale from William Tell Overture
❖ TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings, II. Waltz
❖ J. STRAUSS: Pizzicato Polka
❖ GABRIELI: Canzon per sonar septimi toni a 8, CH. 172
❖ BRIAN PRECHTL: What is Good
❖ MENDELSSOHN: Scherzo from A Midsummer Night’s Dream
❖ BRITTEN: The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra, op. 34
This concert program highlights the instrument families of the orchestra. An illustrator, Joe Wos,
will draw graphics relating to the instruments in real time on stage while the music is played and
those images will be projected on a screen above the orchestra.
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Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra
Snapshot for Teachers and Students

Compositional Structure
A Complicated Structure: Theme and Variations, ending with a Fugue!
Benjamin Britten wrote The Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra based on what is called a theme
and variation. A variation is a repetition of the musical theme which is modified or embellished.
During the variations of the main theme, each orchestral instrument is showcased, playing in a
characteristic way, leaving this piece with 13 variations.
Following the variations is a fugue. A fugue is a contrapuntal composition in which a short melody or
phrase is introduced by one part and successively taken up by others and developed by interweaving
the parts. Fugues are highly complicated and no easy feat for even the greatest composers. As each
new layer builds, the soundscape becomes even more complicated. To make things even trickier,
Britten brought each instrument layer in the same order they were introduced during the variations.
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Section One: Family Concerts
We are family! I’ve got all my instruments with me! Do you know which instrument
belongs to each instrument family? You will by the time this game is over

Activity Ideas
1. Prior to playing the game, print the instrument names on the grid below and
cut out each box. Fold each paper in half and put them in a hat or a small
bucket.
2. Assign each corner of the room with a family name: String, Woodwind, Brass,
Percussion
3. Select one person to be the “DJ” and play the music for the game. Their job is
to click play and stop on the CD player or computer. Feel free to use the
music examples from the concert you will attend so the students can become
familiar with the music!
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4. Select one player to “conduct” the game. This person comes to the front and draws an
instrument out of the bucket when the DJ stops the music.
5. Everyone dances their way to one corner of the room during the music. When the music
stops, the “conductor” chooses an instrument from the bucket. Students who are standing in
the corresponding instrument family have to be seated.
6. Continue playing until there is a winner. (If the word “ORCHESTRA” is picked then the

entire group is OUT! Makes for a great laugh!)
7. Choose a new conductor and DJ each time and play again and again!

Violin

Flute

French Horn

Viola

Piccolo

Trumpet

Cello

Oboe

Trombone

String Bass

English Horn

Timpani

Harp

Clarinet

Percussion

Gong

Bassoon

Bass Drum

ORCHESTRA!

Cymbals

Tambourine

Triangle

Xylophone

Snare Drum
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Resources
Listen to excerpts from Benjamin Britten’s Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra with this
interactive website.
http://mhhe.com/socscience/music/kamien9e/part01/chapter02/youngpersonsguide/brittengu
ideinteractive.htm
Explore the Young Person’s Guide to the Orchestra with this interactive Carnegie Hall website
(such fun games!)
http://listeningadventures.carnegiehall.org/game.aspx
How well do you know the sound of the instruments from the orchestra? Use this website to quick
yourself!
https://www.thirteen.org/publicarts/orchestra/orchestra03.swf

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Responding
o 7: Perceive and analyze artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
Science Practices
❖ S1: Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)
❖ S4: Analyzing and interpreting data.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E2: They build strong content knowledge.
❖ E6: They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
Social Studies Practices
❖ SS6: Taking informed action.
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Section Two: Make YOUR Instrument
What kind of instrument can you design? What would you call it? In this activity,
you will be gathering found items, recycling, etc to create a musical instrument that
is either woodwind, brass, strings, or percussion!

Activity Ideas
Watch the beginning of Stomp Out Loud here: https://youtu.be/gZZoA1oOklU
What were five things you saw that could be used to make music? STOMP is known
for taking everyday objects and using them to make rhythms and sounds. Find a few
items that you can combine to make your instrument. Paint it, tape it, draw designs on
it….anything goes! What do you call this new creation? How does it work? Have your
friends each make an instrument, or combine your skills to make a MEGA
INSTRUMENT that takes a couple of people to operate! Have fun! Don’t forget to
have a concert to showcase your newly created instrument!
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Resources
Any recycled materials can be upcycled into an instrument!

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
Science Practices
❖ S6: Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering).
Mathematics Practices
❖ M6: Attend to precision.
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Section Three: Designing Electric Instruments
Why do instruments look the way they do? The guitar is awesome because it can
take on various forms and like a surfboard or a snowboard they can be designed
with all kinds of imagery to match the owner. Today we will design our own
electric guitars. Plus we can all play a mean air guitar!

Activity Ideas
Imagine you are up on stage the lights are low. The lights come up and strobe
and you strike the first note on your electric guitar the crowd goes wild! What
does the electric guitar you are playing look like?
How about redesigning some of the instruments you see in the orchestra? What
would an electric bassoon look like? How about an electric trumpet? How
would the music sound if instruments were electrified?
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Design Your Own Electric Guitar

1. Use a large piece of cardboard or tagboard.
2. What does the body of your guitar look like? What shape is it? Draw a guitar body on the
bottom half of the board.
3. Now add all the parts of an electric guitar. Make them exciting and try to make them
personal so that they represent you.
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Illustrate Your Own Guitar

Now add some imagery to your guitar that represents you.
1. On the front of your guitar share things that you like and that lots of people know about
you. The aspects of your identity that are well known. Things like your favorite color, food,
school subject, animal, sports team or superhero.
2. On the back of your guitar share things that others may not know about you but that you are
willing to share. The aspects of your identity that are more private. For instance your
middle name, places you have been or lived, what your scared of, what you worry about.
3. Add color to your guitar using colored pencil, marker or paint.
4. You can embellish your guitar with found objects.
Share your Electric Guitar
Spend a few minutes refining your guitar so that you can share it with others. Divide into small
groups of 3-4. Share your guitars with each other. Discuss what you put on the front of your guitar
and the back of your guitar. Then work together to create your own air band. Pick a song to
perform too. Feel free to write your own song based on what you shared on the front and the back
of your guitar.
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Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
o Creating1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 3: Refine and complete artistic work.
❖ Performing/Presenting/Producing
o 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation
❖ Responding
o 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
❖ Connection
o 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
English Language Arts Practices
❖ E1: They demonstrate independence.
❖ E7: They come to understanding other perspectives and cultures.
Mathematics Practices
❖ M1: Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
❖ M7: Look for and make use of structure.
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Section Four: Your Guide to the Orchestra
Orchestras are FILLED with great instruments but do you wish you had an
instrument of your own? Your wait is over! Check out these great ideas for
wind, percussion, and string instruments!

Activity Ideas
Gather your friends and make a band! Go to any of these websites, or ones you
discover, and create some instruments. Be sure to identify whether the
instrument is a wind (air) instrument, a percussion (tap/shake/scratch)
instrument, or a string (or string- like) instrument. Get your family in on the fun!
When the instruments are tested and ready, have a showcase concert! Invite the
neighbors and have a great time trading string and percussion instruments.
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Resources
Make your own shekere:
https://makingmulticulturalmusic.wordpress.com/2013/12/04/bead-your-own-africanshekere/
Rubber Glove Bagpipes:
https://www.under5s.co.nz/shop/Hot+Topics+Articles/Toys+Books+Play/make+your+own+s
ongs+and+music/Glove+bagpipes.html
This site shows you how to make a Chinese gong, a harp box, and more!
https://kinderart.com/category/art-lessons/music/
This site has an Australian Didgeridoo to flutes, kazoos, and even a guitar!
http://redtri.com/homemade-instruments/slide/1

Curriculum Connections
Fine Arts Standards
❖ Creating
o 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
o 2: Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
❖ Responding
o 9: Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.
❖ Connecting
o 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
Science Practices
❖ S1: Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering).
❖ S6: Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering).
Mathematics Practices
❖ M6: Attend to precision.
English Language Arts
❖ E1: They demonstrate independence.
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